Darling-Kidder Motor Car Company
ADDRESS
626-630 Forest Avenue
DATES
1917

ARCHITECT
unknown
STYLE
Vernacular

Originally occupied by the Darling-Kidder Automobile Dealership, the brick building at 626-630 Forest Avenue was built 1916-1917. It is one of several early automobile related businesses on the
length of Forest Avenue that would become known as Portland’s Auto Row. Although the building
has undergone exterior changes, particularly the storefront windows, it retains its thematic association with the Forest Avenue’s automotive history and retains several character-defining details of its
style and building type.
Darling-Kidder was established in 1916 as a joint venture between Veranus Darling of Auburn and Myron Kidder of Portland. The
partnership was short lived dissolving in 1919.
Veranus Darling was a pioneer in Maine’s automobile business. Initially an owner in a bicycle shop, he was a natural mechanic that seized on the
opportunity presented by the
new auto industry. He established the second automobile
dealership in Maine and became the state agent for Reo motor
cars. He also served as the director of the Maine Auto Dealers’
Association. Veranus Darling died in 1924 and his son Elmer
Darling succeeded him in the Darling Automobile Company.
In 1919 Myron D. Kidder moved the REO auto and truck dealership to 343-349 Forest Avenue. REO
Motor Car Company was established in Lansing, MI in 1905. It was founded by Ransom E. Olds,
founder of the Olds Motor Vehicle Company, later Oldsmobile. In 1910 REO added trucks to their
manufacturing and in 1936 switched their focus solely to truck manufacturing.

The Darling‐Kidder Building in 1924. Maine Historical Society Image.

The building at 626-630 Forest Avenue was subsequently occupied by Chandler Motors of Maine, distributors of the Chandler
and Cleveland Motor Cars, and Regent Motor Sales Inc., a new
and used car dealership. In the 1940s the former showroom and
automobile service center was converted to a retail shop for Tom
Taylors, a men’s clothing shop.
Although the building has undergone exterior changes, particularly the lower storefront windows, it retains its thematic association
with the Forest Avenue’s automotive history. It retains several
character-defining details of its style and building type including
the multi-pane transom windows, the deep band below the projecting horizontal cornice, brick columns and bay spacing. The
one-story former auto showroom building continues to contribute
to the character of Woodford’s Corner and the Forest Avenue
corridor.
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